Alignment generally means lining up characters of strings, allowing matches and mismatches and also the characters of one string to be placed opposite spaces made in opposing strings. Sequence alignment arises in many fields, such as: molecular biology, inexact text matching (e.g. spell checkers; web page search), speech recognition and many more. This Paper presents a new implemented algorithm for sequence alignment based on the concepts of some already established algorithms of Bioinformatics which is named as "Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication", in short "SSAADR". It aligns two sequences of any length, based on filling up a matrix of size m X n where m is the length of the first sequence and n is the length of the second sequence, and using the techniques of both global and local alignment. To make the proposed algorithm faster, the theory of DNA replication has also been introduced here, according to which, while using the alternative sequences of both DNA sequences instead of the original ones, the execution time of the proposed algorithm SSAADR decreases immensely.
INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment is a robust filed which can intelligently retrieve information of all the existence of presence from different patterns on various disciplines like biological, image processing, phrases and pattern matching. Sequences alignment is significant to find out the associative information regarding nature, formation and behavior of the patterns. In this paper, the concept of sequence alignment of bioinformatics is used [1] [2] . It is the way of arranging the sequences of Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) and Protein [3] [4] [5] . There are two algorithms of bioinformatics which are mostly used: Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm and Smith-Waterman Algorithm [1] [6] .They are dynamic algorithms used to find optimal alignment solution between two strings [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The NW algorithm aligns two strings by applying global alignment technique, where the SW algorithm performs the same job by implementing local alignment technique. The NW algorithm runs faster than the SW algorithm, though the second one gives the best scores for alignment. But both of them take pretty long time for their executions, which are really a big problem in practical places where long strings are to be aligned.
The newly proposed Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm of this paper adopts the concepts of both NW and SW algorithms and uses their best parts in its own implementation. In this algorithm, the optimal alignment solution is found in much less time than the previously discussed ones. In Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm the concept of DNA replication is also used. While the alternative strings of the original reference and test sequences are used for executing the algorithm, the result is found faster than using the original sequences.
LITERATURE REVIEW 2.1 DNA Replication:
DNA is duplicated before a cell divides. The reason for this duplication is two strands of a DNA molecule which have complementary base pairs. The nucleotide sequence of each strand automatically supplies the information needed to produce its partner. Each strand can be used as a template to produce a complementary strand when the two strands of DNA molecule are separated. After that one template and one new complement together form a new DNA double helix [12] [13].
Global & Local Alignment:
Global alignment finds the maximum matches between two sequences assuming that the two sequences are similar. It attempts to match both these sequences from the end to the end even if they are different in some parts [2] [14] [15] .On the other hand, local alignment searches for the part of two sequences that match well. Here, the sequences are segmented in arbitrary length. This alignment finds the region in these sequences that have a big similarity like a substring, according to some criterion [2] 
Z Algorithm:
The Z algorithm gathers the information needed for speeding up the string matching process where each element of the string is matched with its prefix [18] [19] . In the algorithm, Z i is the length of the longest substring of S that starts at i and matches a prefix of S. Here, Z-box is the box at i starts at i and ends at i+Z i -1. However, r i is the right-most endpoint of the Z-boxes that begin at or before I and l i is the left endpoint of the Z-box ends at r i.
Boyer-Moore Algorithm:
This algorithm only preprocesses the string being searched for (the pattern), but not the string being searched in (the text) using the information gathered during the preprocess step to skip sections of the text [20] . A shifting can be calculated by applying two rules. The maximum one of them is an actual shifting offset. The rules are: i) bad character rule that is basically right shifts the test string to get a match with the mismatched bad character and ii) good suffix rule which performs right shifts the test string to get match with the mismatched character without disturbing the already aligned suffix of it.
Needleman-Wunsch Algorithm:
The basic idea of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is to build up the best alignment by using optimal alignments of smaller subsequences. The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm requires a 2-D array or matrix of score and also requires alignment score for a pair of residues to be >=0. Gap penalty is not required. Score cannot be decreased between two cells of a pathway [14] [21] .
There are three basic steps in this algorithm:
Three different values can be obtained from that take the maximum among them and fill the i th and j th position with the score obtained. Each position M i,j is defined to be the maximum score at position i,j
c) Trace back to align the sequences Let, ACTGATTCA as sequence 1, and ACGCATCA as sequence 2. The length of the sequence 1 and sequence 2 are 9 and 8 respectively. The initial matrix is created with m+1 column's and n+1 row's (where m and n corresponds to length of the sequences). Extra row and column is given, so as to align with gap, at the starting of the matrix. After trace backing the possible sequence alignment will be:
Smith-Waterman Algorithm:
The Smith-Waterman Algorithm determines on finding an optimal alignment by considering any location, length and sequence of alignments. Scores or weights are assigned to each character-to-character comparison based on calculations. For exact matching and substitutions, scores are positive while negative for insertions and deletions. The highest scoring alignment is reported by adding the scores in score matrices. There are only three changes: a) Instead of increasing gap penalties, the edges of matrix are initialize to 0.
b) The maximum score is never less than 0, and no pointer is recorded unless the score is greater than 0.
c) The trace-back starts from the highest score in the matrix (rather than at the end of the matrix) and ends at a score of 0 that it first encounters (rather than the start of the matrix).
The only difference in Smith-Waterman algorithm from Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is:
Let, CGTGAATTCAT as sequence 1 or A and GACTTAC as sequence 2 or B. The two sequences are arranged in a matrix form with A+1columns and B+1rows. The values in the first row and first column are set to zero. In this example we can see the maximum score in the matrix as 18, which is found in two positions that lead to multiple alignments, so the best alignment has to be found. 
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PROPOSED SMART SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT ALGORITHM APPLYING DNA REPLICATION (SSAADR)
The previously discussed algorithms in this paper works by filling a matrix of size m x n (m is the length of the first sequence, n is the length of the second sequence).The new implemented Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm does both global and local alignment using the concepts of Needleman-Wunsch (NW) and Smith-Waterman algorithms (SW).In SSAADR algorithm, the concept of the NW is used for the trace-back and SW is used for main iteration. Initialization of first row and first column of matrix M (i , j) is done with zeros. Trace back starts from the last cell (M (m x n)) and ends at the first cell (M (0,0)).As Smith-Waterman performs faster than Needleman-Wunsch, the concept of SW is used for filling the matrix. For trace back purpose, the concept of NW is used.
To make the proposed algorithm faster, the theory of DNA replication has been introduced here. While the alternative sequences of both original DNA sequences(i.e. sequences found after putting A in place of T and C in place of G and vice versa) are used instead of the original ones, the execution time of the proposed algorithm SSAADR decrease immensely. This conclusion came to light after experimenting with Original-Original, Original-Alternative, AlternativeOriginal and Alternative-Alternative pairs of DNA sequences and the optimal execution time was found for AlternativeAlternative pair. The whole proposed algorithm is presented here in four segments. The final scoring matrix using SSAADR algorithm for string 1=TAAGCTACC and string 2=TTAAGGACCT is given below: 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The concepts of old implemented algorithms like NeedlemanWunsch algorithm, Smith-Waterman algorithm have been used in the implementation of this proposed Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm. So a comparison has been taken place between these three algorithms (Needleman-Wunsch, SmithWaterman, Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication ) on the basis of their execution time.
In the implementation stage programming language C has been used on the CodeBlocks 13.12 under the Windows 7 Operating System with RAM of 4 GB and Intel Core i3 processor. These values proves that the proposed Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm achieves the least execution time by applying DNA replication theory and by combining the best parts of NW and SW algorithms' techniques.
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The following example shows the scores and the final alignments of two test strings (each of which is of 64 bits long) for the algorithms Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, Smith-Waterman algorithm and the proposed Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm. From the example it is evident that the Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm has the lowest time of the three. It has happened because Smart Sequence Alignment Algorithm applying DNA Replication (SSAADR) algorithm applies matrix fill up style of Smith-Waterman algorithm with trace back style of Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, accompanied by the theory of DNA replication for string sequences.
For experiment 2 strings of 64 character has been taken. Stings are generated randomly. The result of the alignment using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is Score: -15 and Time: 0.054 sec. The alignment is following, as the string is very long, so it is presented here in several lines:
String 1: _ T T _ T _ T _ A _ A A _ A _ G G _ _ _ G G _ C String 2: _ T T _ T _ T _ A _ A A _ A _ G G _ _ _ G G _ C
String 1: _C _ C C _ A A A _ A C _ C C C T T T T G _ G _ String 2: _C _ C C _ A A A _ A C _ C C C T T T T G _ G _
String 1: GG_ C _ String 2: GG _ C _
String 1: C C C _ T _ T T _ _ _ T _ G G G G A _ A _ A _ A String 2: C C C _ T _ T T _ _ _ T _ G G G G A _ A _ A _ A
String 1: G_ G _ G G C C _ C _ C T _ T T T _ A _ A A A String 2: G_ G _ G G C C _ C _ C T _ T T T _ A _ A A A
The result of the alignment using Smith-Waterman algorithm on the same two strings is performed Score: 6 and Time: 0.065 sec. The alignment is following:
String 1: T T T T _ A A A A _ G _ G G G _ C C C C A String 2: _ _ _ T C _ _ A A T _ C G G G A _ C C C A
The result of the alignment using Smart Sequence Alignment The total execution time for aligning the strings are: using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm ~0.0.52second, using SmithWaterman algorithm ~0.055second and finally ~0.049 second using SSAADR algorithm. In another case where each sequence is 64 bit long. The total execution time for aligning the strings are: using Needleman-Wunsch algorithm ~0.0.54 second, using Smith-Waterman algorithm ~0.065 second and finally ~0.045 second using SSAADR algorithm. 
CONCLUSION
This thesis paper presents a new implemented algorithm for sequence alignment based on DNA replication theory. This implemented algorithm overcomes some problems of popular NW and SW algorithms. By implementing the SSAADR algorithm the execution time is reduced and the efficiency is greater than other algorithms. SSAADR algorithm based on taking the advantage of dynamic algorithms, works to get the optimal solution for the sequences alignment, and also take the advantage of the heuristic algorithm that it is to decrease the execution time for the sequence comparisons. The future work of this proposed algorithm will be detecting the genome of a founded fossil by applying codon detection technique in SSAADR algorithm to get the genome of it from the long DNA string & to cross-reference it with the genomes that already saved in a database to get the percentage of match between those two genomes. That result will tell that from which animal or plant kingdom that fossil is from.
